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Figure S1: Particle motion comparison at station MCK for a distant event (left) and a nearby 
event (right). Each time window shows the horizontal particle motion color coded by time 
(red to blue; early to late). The distant event produces only a direct P arrival polarized along 
the backazimuth, while the nearer event produces a head wave in time window 6.
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Figure S2: Similar to Fig. 11, showing that station TRF records clear head waves for nearby events both 
east and west of the stations.
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Figure S3: Similar to Fig. 11, showing that station PAX records a clear head wave 
for a distant event, but not for a nearby event.
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Figure S4: Similar to Fig. 11. For events at similar distances, station DHY records a clear head 
wave only for the near-fault event, and a clear P wave for the off-fault event.
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Figure S5: Tomographic grid points used for the calculation of the 1D velocity models north (red) 
and south (blue) of the Denali (top) and Hines Creek (bottom) faults. The derived 1D models are 
shown in Fig. 12. 
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Fig. S6
Figure S6: Locations of stations used for the CCP stacks shown in Fig. 3. The Moho-focused stack 
(gold) uses a wider array of stations, while a smaller subset is used to image the downgoing slab 
(orange). 
